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Rubric for Game/Project Exam 
This is how the exam will be graded 

 

Playing the Game Rubric (13pts): 

 

Mark Playing the Game English Usage while playing the game 

0 Student does nothing. Doesn’t try at all Student does nothing. Doesn’t try at all 

1 Student does not try to play the game, fools 
around, plays game improperly 

Student does not understand instructions and question in games, 1 word sentences, no 
awareness of content 

2 Student does not try hard to play the game, 
fools around, plays game improperly Student understands game somewhat, very limited answers, poor grammar usage 

3 Student makes reasonable attempt to play 
game, follow instructions, stay on task 

Student somewhat understands game and language, uses mixed sentences to answer 
content, mixed up grammar often 

4 
Student makes a good effort to play game, 
follow instructions, stays on task and helps 
others 

Student understands basic instructions of game, attempts to answer content in full 
sentences, grammar often mixed up 

5 Student make excellent attempt to play game, 
follows instructions, helps others, stays on task 

Student understands game instructions and content, always attempts to answer in full 
sentences, better grammar 

6  Student fully understands game, answers in full sentences, helps others in English, good 
grammar and vocabulary 

7  Student understands all facets of game and helps other students, grammar and vocabulary 
well done and in full sentences 

8  Very high level effort, in both understanding game and playing.  Problem solves and uses 
content in English using proper grammar, vocabulary and full sentences 
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Creating the Game Rubric (12pts): 

 

Category/Mark 2 points 1.5pts 1pts 0 pts 

Knowledge 
Gained 

All students in group could 
easily and correctly 
understand all English 
material used for the game.  

All students in the group could 
easily and correctly understand 
most English material used for 
the game.  

Most students in the group 
could correctly understand 
some of the English material 
used for the game.  

Several students in the group could  
NOT correctly understand much of the 
English material used for the game. 

Accuracy of 
Content 

All information used in the 
game is understandable and 
grammatically correct. 

Most information used in the 
game is understandable and 
grammatically correct. 

Some of the information used 
in the game is understandable 
and grammatically correct. 

Most information used in the game is 
not accurate. 

Attractiveness 

Contrasting colors and 
many original graphics 
were used to give the game 
board visual appeal. 

Contrasting colors and some 
original graphics were used to 
give the game board visual 
appeal. 

Some colors and boring 
graphics were used to give the 
game board visual appeal. 

Little or no color and few graphics were 
included in the game board design. 

Rules 
Rules were written clearly 
enough that all could easily 
participate. 

Rules were written, but one part 
of the game needed slightly 
more explanation 

Rules were written, but people 
had some difficulty figuring 
out the game. 

The rules were not well written at all and 
were confusing. 

Cooperative 
work 

The group worked well 
together with all members 
contributing significant 
amounts of quality work. 

The group generally worked 
well together with all members 
contributing some quality work. 

The group worked fairly well 
together with all members 
contributing some work. 

The group often did not work well 
together and the game appeared to be the 
work of only 1-2 students in the group. 

Creativity 

The group put a lot of 
thought into making the 
game interesting and fun to 
play as shown by creative 
questions, game pieces 
and/or game board. 

The group put some thought 
into making the game 
interesting and fun to play as 
shown by creative questions, 
game pieces and/or game board. 

The group tried to make the 
game interesting and fun, but 
some of the things made it 
harder to understand/enjoy the 
game. 

Little thought was put into making the 
game interesting or fun. 

 

Students evaluate other teams’ games (5pts) 

0 Student does nothing. Doesn’t try at all 

1 Student contributes 1 word sentences, no awareness of content 

2 Student understands somewhat, very limited answers, poor grammar usage 

3 Student understands basic idea of game, attempts to contribute content in full sentences, grammar often mixed up 

4 Student understands the game and contributes content to evaluation, always attempts to answer in full sentences, better grammar 

5 Very high level effort Student fully understands all facets of the game and contributes content to evaluation in full sentences, helps others in English, 
good grammar and vocabulary 

Adapted from:  http://education.csm.edu/students/cfranks/new_page_11.htm 

http://education.csm.edu/students/cfranks/new_page_11.htm

